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1. Product Rules 

There is no question that product will dictate the entire dynamics of the store. 

Packaging size, method of showing product in packaging (Hang, shelved, 
cross bar, stacking, sit on floor) will ultimately form the circulation and store 
layout.


Profitability is the main objective for opening up a store. 

Most retailers do not do the math prior to going into a new store commitment 
and find out within a year from opening that they cannot generate enough 
sales to cover the overhead. 


Here are the simple facts:

	 Take your average inventory level by category

	 Determine the gross profit of the various product categories

	 Use a realistic “turn” of each category.


Total Inventory x Gross profit x turns = annual store volume profit 
	 Calculate yearly overhead, (rent/utilities/salary/insurance/ expenses of 
	 business) 

	 Subtract overhead expenses from total profit and that will determine 	
	 profit before taxes.


If you cannot cover your overhead your options are: 
	 Increase your gross profit margins

i	 ncrease your sales floor productivity with higher turn items

	 Allow more space for showing product in the store. 

	 Reduce overhead items while increasing sales productivity


It is only when you do the above exercises do you then know:

 	 you have allocated enough space to sell product.

 	 have the correct product presented and consider higher gross profit i	
	 items

 	 

	 your new store is right for you in terms of location, square footage,  

	 the terms of the lease.   




2. “Learn the lay of the land” 

There is the old adage that a successful retail operation is dependent on 
three things….Location, location, location. 

This is correct to some degree; however, you can make an average location 
work for you. 


Considerations in planning a new store that you need to address are 
accessibility for customers to easily reach your store. 

If you are a Main Street location parking is not a big concern due to public 
transportation, or accessibility to main street from local housing or adequate 
street parking. 


Urban stores often have to consider carrying product that can be handled by 
a customer walking home. 

If your category is large (ie: furniture or appliances, then you need to offer a 
delivery service to accommodate the customer. Urban stores rely on foot 
traffic to generate customer traffic so a bigger emphasis on the window is 
required to create enough interest to people driving or walking by to want to 
come in. 

Lighting the window is a dilemma when the natural light of the sun reflects off 
the window as it tends to blacken out the window so no one can see in. 

The solution is using an intense level of lights in the window to overcome the 
natural light level and enable customers to look into the window. 


Mall stores or strip center stores have a different set of criteria. 

Malls have a high level of traffic so the issue, in my opinion, for getting 
customers to come into the store is not to give a lot of the store away from 
the front lease line. What I mean by give away, is allowing a customer to 
review your store from the front door without coming into the store and 
making a determination of the product from a distance. If you present a 
visual teaser at the store front and do not allow customers to see the entire 
store your chances to lure them in increases greatly. Teasers can be plasma 
screens, mannequins, or interesting lighting and decor. 


Once you evaluate the likelihood of bringing enough customers into your 
store the next consideration will be determine as to who is your customer? 

Are your customers average America, upper scale or lower income. Knowing 
this information will determine the product you should be selling and how 
much of it do you need. 

The end result of this task will start to establish the criteria of the store 
productivity and determine selling space requirements.




3.“What’s the business plan Sam? “ 
      “What is your point of difference?” 

Retailing has reached a very high level of sophistication in the operations and 
systems used to keep the business on course. 

What is your course of action? 

You need to determine what constitutes success and how you plan to reach 
that level. The only way to manage a business is to create a business plan 
that is going to set certain benchmarks that you expect the store to perform 
to in order to stay profitable and keep the business profitable.


The plan includes bench marks of performance based on sales or items sold. 
Meeting last years levels and exceeding it is always a sign of a successful 
business. 

In addition, what do you see the store performance five years down the road. 
This is important because when you design a store you need to consider how 
to expand the offering and showing the merchandise within the existing sales 
space. 

Failure to calculate the future could become expensive and require moving 
the store which is not good when the store now has roots in the 
neighborhood. 

When we design, we alway anticipate new product development, increased 
inventory or assortment offerings and therefore make sure that expansion is 
possible. Making this process easy is key and again not difficult to achieve as 
long as you address it up front with a plan. 


The “Point of Difference” I cannot stress enough. Within given shopping 
radius of your store most probably will have competitors selling the exact or 
similar product that is in you store. There are many ways to establish a point 
of difference; as an example, pricing, merchandise being shown, level of 
back up stock of items, ease of shopping, knowledgeable sales help, 
extraordinary service, or even a neighborly attitude on the sales floor. 

Once a customer recognizes what makes your store different, you have them 
returning. The failure of most retailers is to allow the point of difference to 
disappear. Once competition starts to provide customers with the same 
element that was unique to your store, It then becomes critical for you to 
recognize that you lost your edge and develop a new one. This concept is 
important and over time retailers loose the thrill of the kill and allow the 
customer to escape.  Best advice is to reinvent the store prior to competition 
catching up, and create a new personality through new presentation, signing, 
updated materials or lighting that will allow you to become obvious to the 
public as new, fresh and relevant,




4.“Budget the job” 
      “Schedule the opening” 
Design is driven by cost and most any concept can be translated into a “good, 
better, best” quality solution. 

Specific store types such as Discount using lower price displays can satisfy the 
need; however, High end product requires a better display presentation which 
also can be as economical.


A good design can be interrupted using similar materials with the variable being 
quality, resiliency and ease to maintain in budget. 

When evaluating budget items it is critical to not only look at the immediate out 
of pocket costs but you need to evaluate the cost to keep the item maintained 
going forward. 


Lighting is a prime example as import lights are less expensive but their design 
can make the fixture run hot and reduce the bulb life. 

The design can reduce the spread of the light and require more fixtures to cover 
the same area that a more expensive fixture can cover. 

The savings is not as obvious when you consider the future. 

Research and understand the product in order to make an informed decision. 


Illustration 4 shows similar simulated grass material. As part of the budget 
process a comparison of “good, better, best” should be made available to you 
in order to compare cost to quality. 


The biggest problem in controlling the budget is an accurate pricing of items 
cannot be determined until the construction drawings are complete. 

A good designer or store owner needs to know the budget from the beginning 
of the design process and make selections and design elements based on 
experience. Once the budget numbers are received, a determination needs to 
be made if the total cost is over budget. 

Where to put the money to get the biggest bang for the buck is an important 
decision. 


There are always options, even late in the game, by making design 
modifications to reduce cost, or find alternate material options. It just takes time 
and that is another reason to allow the design process enough time to research 
the facts  and then advance forward. Staying on budget is essential to get the 
store moving on the right track. Establish the budget, follow the budget and the 
budget is there to save you from over-costs. 



Budget, High / Low
estimate, 
Actual vs. Budget

“GOOD BEST              (illustration 1)

       (illustration 2a)

Model image taken at
same location of actual 
store photo, rear door 
walking into the store

       (illustration 1)

       (illustration 2b)



Lighting specification

Simulated grass floor
options based on price and 
installation,timing

       (illustration 3)

       (illustration 4)



5.“Put it to paper” 

The planning of a successful store requires the appropriate drawings to be 
generated in order to price the store accurately and convey all the hours of 
the owners conversation regarding the requirements for the store.

Drawings must be accurate and providing all the information necessary to 
build out the store. 


A full set of drawings start at the preliminary design stage which investigates 
relationships of the store function. In my design process, I generate three 
different plans based on the most important criteria provided by the owner. 

If security is a primary issue, cash counter locations become critical. 

Often the best location for the cash counter is the front so that you see 
anyone passing by the register on the way out has paid for what is in their 
hands. This location also serves as a deterrent for shop lifters. 

Customers who do not like to be pounced on as soon as they enter the store 
will prefer a different sales staff location. Form follows function applies store 
wide.


Accessibility to stock areas to sales floor, dressing rooms to product, sale 
goods to front of store is part of the design criteria and solutions.


Once our client reviews the three concepts based on critical criteria, the best 
of all three are rolled into one grand solution which the retailer approves. 
After some fine tuning the ultimate plan is arrived at.

Illustration 5 shows simple sketch images of key feature areas so the retailer 
can better understand the design. By seeing the alternatives for the store 
design the final approval process moves along quickly. 


In addition to the drawings I provided, a scale model of the new concept and 
photographs of the model at eye level. Photographs enables the store owner 
to see every part of the store and how the various areas relate to one 
another. (see illustration 2a the model, and 2b the existing store condition). 
This comparison shows a retailer how the store design directs the customer 
to better see, desired categories of merchandise.


Depending on the degree of construction, the drawings may not need to be 
filed with the local building department.

All towns work under different regulatory codes so you need to check with 
your town to see what is required with your job filing. 



Sketch concepts to 
Illustrate ideas w/
      explanation

       (illustration 5)



Floor Plan w/ 
merch.
assignment, dept 
adjacency

Review display options
Flooring material options

       (illustration 6)

       (illustration 7)



Scale model of final 
design, photograph often
at eye level, great audit
tool. 

     Key area
Front entrance into 
store     Key area

Entrance from work side 
store into sport store
cash register in view



6. “Display Selection”  
       Plan-o-gram the product 

Display selection is very critical to your bottom line. Using displays that 
properly show your product in the best way will generate more sales and 
improve your bottom line. 

Displays can be purchased at different price points but understand you get 
what you pay for. 

Imports are the least expensive but the plating if often poor, and not able to 
stand up to high traffic use. 

If your store has a limited budget discount then imported displays might be 
the solution. 


When expensive product is priced high the displays needs to convey that 
message to the customer in order to give the product credibility.

Positioning the product is part of the “point of difference” stated in a prior 
section of this guide. (see illustration 7)


Flexibility is a major objective in selecting the right display system. 

Paint cans can be counted on to not vary in size as time marches along, 

so fixed shelves that can hold heavy amount of weight is the simple solution 
and display selection. 

Electronics and accessories change size, shape, popularity almost on a daily 
basis so the display needs to adjust up, down, side to side and other ways to 
accommodate not only the product of today but the product of tomorrow. 
Unless your displays can adjust to the product cahnges, you will find yourself 
buying new displays year after year. 

The attitude of “I will deal with product change another time and use what I 
have”, is shooting yourself in the foot. 

If product is not display correctly your sales will come to a grinding halt. 


Plan-o-grams are a tool that has been around since 1970. 

It is commonly found in chain store operations. The purpose is to secure 
consistency from location to location. 

It is intended to guide store help to position the product in the absolute 
correct way. Taking color blocking, sizing and coordinates into account it is a 
way to control your product. Often retailers go into the market to purchase 
product without thinking about their stores capacity to hold that future 
product.

With the plan-o-gram you have a guide to assist in the inventory control as 
well as the sell down and transition between selling periods. (see illustration 
8)



Planogram of section
size of merch area, 
display components
optional merch 
techniques,

Illustration 8



7.“Interior Design” 

Once you have concluded that the store has the ability to generate the sales, 
expansion,breadth of assortment, staff requirement, storage capacity, 
circulation issues to comply with local codes and American Disability Act 
regulations it is time to add color and decor. 


Interior Design is the process in which you select materials, props, wall 
decor,signage, etc. and color scheme all of which reinforces the store brand 
statement of product. Nike stores want to express “just do it” with strong 
colors, logo statements, lifestyle photos, contemporary elements backing the 
Nike brand and mission statement. 


Selection of Materials are not only about the look, but giving consideration to  
resiliency, safety, cost, ease to maintain and installation requirements.


An example of how materials impact a job is installing a concrete floor keeps 
other workers off the floor for days.  If time is an issue, find another way to 
simulate concrete needs to be researched. 


(Illustration 4) shows alternate simulated grass for a Lacrosse sporting goods 
store. These alternative products range in price, content, resiliency to traffic 
and ease to keep clean. 


Options  for all materials should be provided to you by your store consultant 
or general contractor. The selection of materials takes time. The more time 
you allow in the planning phase to secure material samples for comparison, 
color correctness, installation requirements, availability, and cost effective 
savings including freight the greater chance of cost savings will be realized. 


Providing the right store environment places the customers into a mindset 
that induces them to buy. Prime examples of this concept can be seen at 
Disney World when you leave an attraction there is a strong urge to purchase 
a theme related product. Visiting a city or a concert promotes impulse buying 
of related product. This result can be yours if you create a strong enough 
emotional attachment through photos or decor to inspire your customer.



Stock display options, 
Work store side using
   work related standard
  display.



Misc. Design elements
:Plasma sign system
Display accessory 
takeoff, display key plan



Wall Elevations,graphic
reviews, front window,
    interior elevations



8.“Lights, cameras, action ! “ 

Lighting is a critical part of the design process. Not only does general lighting 
keep the circulation around the store safe, it also creates mood. 

Lighting directs customers focus on specific products and displays. 


A combination of high intensity, low level lighting, general overall lighting and 
perhaps color filters will give the eye a stimulating store to shop in. This 
effect appeals to subliminal thinking of impulse shopping which often creates 
the mood to shop. 


Make the product so appealing in the stage set that you cannot resist 
walking over to it, reviewing it and buying it although you did not come to the 
store for the specific reason of wanting that item. 

The value of impulse shopping is great and the more that you infuse impulse 
opportunities into the shopping experience the more multiple sales you will 
promote.


When it comes to lighting every consultant has an opinion and usually none 
of them are the same. Rheostats enable you to adjust the lighting level easily 
from a switch. 


Don’t be fooled by seeing lighting samples in a store because there are many 
factors specific to the area around the lighting that are going to impact the 
final results. Ceiling tiles, flooring materials, wall colors and much more can 
make an item in a showroom look great but when you set it up in your store, 
the end results have a different result due to ceiling height variation, wattage, 
or bulb temperature ( rating of a bulb in Kelvins ).


Choose your light fixture wisely and remember once again you get what you 
pay for. Cheap fixtures can often cost you more with repairs, heat, life of bulb 
due to fixture venting, so research and ask questions. 


All designers should provide you with a lighting plan. The plan needs to show 
that all areas of the store are adequately lit. I find that track lighting is the 
valid selection because it allows you to add or remove fixtures which controls 
overall wattage and lighting level shining on the product. You can adjust the 
beam to focus on the product. ( see illustration 3. )




Display takeoff
quantity, linear capacity 
of product, location,
Metal gondola take off, 
color code to plan and
 display specification



9. “Don’t let it turn to seed” 

What makes the great retailers great is discipline. 

When designing a store, be sure that all suggestions and ideas can be 
implemented consistently and easily maintained. Branding is a very important 
issue! Do not allow it to slip through the cracks. 

Your store is the brand whether you have one store or 100 stores. 


We recognize branded stores through logos, color, design, and consistent 
setups of product store to store. 

Starbucks is one of the best maintained brands in America. 

What makes it great is you have a level of expectation about the service. 
taste, offering, and cleanliness, No matter what state you visit when you go 
to Starbuck’s you expectations are met on all levels


Your store needs to work in a similar fashion. The time you spent in designing 
the store and making sure that all of your experience and requirements were 
incorporated into the design not only needs to be in place at the store 
opening, but must live on for the duration of time that you are in business. 


I cannot stress the importance of not disappointing your customer because 
getting them was hard, keeping them was even harder and losing them over 
items that left them coming back would be tragic. For the most part once 
they go it will be very difficult to get them back, A theory used for many years 
when small town USA heard a National Retailer was coming to town, was to 
remodel your store before they open. 


With your grand opening planned around the National chain opening, your 
customer will visit you and see a new exciting store and consider the other 
retailer,  a mediocre shopping experience compared to what you just 
provided as new and exciting. Personal service in your store will always be 
one of the points of difference so hold onto it, preserve it and do not let it 
turn to seed. 


In conclusion, I hope this guide was of value and that you will hold on to it for 
future reference. My goal is to help retailers prepare for a better brick and 
mortar tomorrow. 

 




Lighting takeoff,
Price quotes, option of
selections

Illustration 8



EDUCATION: 
New York Institute of Tech. 1966-1970 (Bach of Science in Architectural Technology) 
Courses: Strength of Material, Statics, Physics, Mechanical Engineering, Wood Engineering Design, Concrete Eng. Design, Steel 
Eng. Design 
Architectural Design and working drawings. Business Practice including safety in design. 
  
CCNY 1970-1972 (City College of NY - Bach of Architecture, 30 credits above BS, Professional Degree )   
Courses: Thesis Con Ed Educational facility and recreation center. David’s Island, New Rochelle, NY 
  
INDUSTRY AWARDS: 
POPAI Award in the Display Industry for Revlon Sunglass Display   
POPAI Award in the Display Industry for Foster Grant Sunglass Display  
Institute of Store Planners (I.S.P.) Best Specialty Store Design- Lorese 
Visual Merchandise Store Design (VMSD) Best Specialty Store Design -Curacao  
National Associates of Store Fixture Manufacturers (NASFM) Best Store Fixture Design -Successories 
Fellow Honorarium into the Industry Trade organization (ISP) Institute of Store Planners 
Globe Award from Display Design Ideas (DDI) Magazine for best marketing at Global Shop Retail industry trade show 
Treasurer of National Institute of Store Planners Organization 
  
SPEAKER at Trade and Industry Shows 
NASFM- National Associates of Store Fixture Manufacturers 
NRFA- National Retailers Federated Association 
ISP- Institute of Store Planners 
IBM- National Sales Meeting 
SPEC Show- Store Planning and Equipment Counsel 
Walmart Regional meeting 
  
Published Articles and Media  
DDI- Display Design Ideas, Contributing Editor, 20+ Articles on design, manufacturing, customer shopping habits published 
VMSD- On Trade Board of Advisors 
Nominated 1 of 40 Top Industry Leaders by DDI 
Firm listed as Top 50 in the country 
Editor of the ISP Professional trade magazine 
WWD- Article published on Store Design 
Salon- Article published on Store Design 
Retail Image- International Trade Journal article published 
New York Magazine- Feature Story on NYC store design 
Featured Designer article in DDI Magazine 
  
Trade accomplishments 
One of six firms from 1997 to 2003 selected to present a 1000 S.F. Store of the future at Global Shop the International Retail 
design and display Show in McCormick Center, Chicago. Demonstrated custom new innovative design and display 
techniques and samples engineered prototype of futuristic displays. 
Sector Watch 
Goody Products 
Everest Communications 
Smiley License 
Design through Computer Technology 
Accessory Store of the Future 
Canal Jean Soho, NYC 

10. “About the Author 



Jerry Birnbach F.I.S.P., Assoc A.I.A.
Thank you for downloading this guide to store design


